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We study the wetting of graphene nanopowders by measuring the water adsorption in nanopowder

flakes of different flake thicknesses. Chemical analysis shows that the graphene flakes, especially

the thin ones, might exist in the partially oxidized state. We observe that the thinnest graphene

nanopowder flakes do not adsorb water at all, independent of the relative humidity. Thicker flakes,

on the other hand, do adsorb an increasing amount of water with increasing humidity. This allows

us to assess their wetting behavior which is actually the result of the competition between the

adhesive interactions of water and graphene and the cohesive interactions of water. Explicit

calculation of these contributions from the van der Waals interactions confirms that the adhesive

interactions between very thin flakes of graphene oxide and water are extremely weak, which

makes the flakes superhydrophobic. “Liquid marble” tests with graphene nanopowder flakes

confirm the superhydrophobicity. This shows that the origin of the much debated “wetting

transparency” of graphene is due to the fact that a single graphene or graphene oxide layer does

not contribute significantly to the adhesion between a wetting phase and the substrate. VC 2018
Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5022570

Atomically thin layers of graphene exhibit an exception-

ally rich range of mechanical and electronic properties such

as high mechanical strength, chemical stability, optical trans-

parency, and high electrical and thermal conductivities.1,2 As

a result, graphene has become one of the most active areas of

scientific research in the last decade.3–5 Among many others,

potential applications of graphene in water desalination,6

electrochemistry,7 and catalysis8 are being explored inten-

sively. However, a clear understanding of the physical inter-

actions between graphene and water has remained elusive.

Recent experiments have shown that the contact angle of

water on graphene-coated substrates and the contact angle of

water on the same substrates without a graphene coating are

almost identical, which suggests that graphene is wetting-

transparent.9

The “wetting transparency” of graphene was first reported

by Rafiee et al.9 based on static contact angle measurements

with water drops on graphene-coated Si and Au substrates. On

Si and Au, the contact angle of a water drop is shown to be

�33� and �77�, respectively, both with and without a gra-

phene layer present on the substrate. Subsequently, a debate

ensued regarding the nature of the interactions. Calculations

of the van der Waals and short range repulsive forces suggest

that a graphene layer would alter the wetting properties on

superhydrophilic and superhydrophobic substrates.10 Hence,

wetting transparency of graphene will break down on such

superhydrophilic or superhydrophobic substrates. Contact

angle measurements by Raj et al.,11 on the other hand, demon-

strated that contact angles are independent of the number of

graphene layers on a glass or on a silicon oxide substrate.

They also pointed out the influence of the substrate material

on the wettability of graphene coated substrates. The possible

role of contamination in such experiments has also been

extensively discussed.12–14

To assess the wetting properties of water on graphene

only, we use an entirely different experimental approach,

involving only graphene flakes and no substrates: we measure

the water adsorption from water vapor on graphene/graphene

oxide nanoflakes of different thicknesses. In all the experi-

ments and simulations reported in the literature, the wetting

phase water is invariably introduced in the form of a sessile

drop.15 However, there is another way of assessing the wet-

ting properties of a liquid on a given substrate,16 namely, to

measure the thickness of adsorbed water films from the vapor

phase as the relative humidity (RH) is gradually increased. If

the adhesive interactions are strong, a large amount of water

will condense onto the substrate. The quantity of adsorbed

water is given by the tradeoff between the energy cost of con-

densing water from an unsaturated vapor and the adhesive

energy gain of having a water film at the surface.17 In these

water adsorption experiments with graphene nanopowder, the

presence of a very large surface area also minimizes the

effects of surface contamination. The flakes are of different

thicknesses, and so, we can measure the adsorption properties

as a function of the number of graphene layers without relying

on a non-graphene solid substrate. In agreement with thea)Electronic mail: b.bera@uva.nl
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proposed wetting transparency, we find that for molecularly

thin graphene or graphene oxide, the contact angle of water is

indistinguishable from 180�. Our calculation of the adhesive

van der Waals forces shows that a molecular layer is too thin

to make a significant contribution, making also the difference

between graphene and graphene oxide inconsequential while

investigating graphene’s wetting behavior.

Graphene nanopowders were obtained from Graphene

Supermarket, NY, USA. We use three different flake thick-

nesses: 1.6 nm, 8 nm, and 50 nm. To characterize these gra-

phene nanopowder flakes, we use Nova-Nano high resolution

SEM, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), energy dis-

persive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), and electron energy loss

spectroscopy (EELS). For more details, see supplementary

material (SI).

We can obtain the number of graphene layers (N) pre-

sent in the nanopowder sample from Raman spectroscopy

data following the relation18 xG ¼ 1581:6þ 11

ð1þNÞ1:6, where

xG is the wavenumber corresponding to the G-peak. The cal-

culation applied to our Raman spectra yields N� 1, N� 4–5,

and N� 25, respectively, for the three nanopowder samples.

The graphene thickness is the same as that of pz orbitals,

while the interplane distance between two graphene layers in

graphite3 is �0.3 nm. Henceforth, we will refer to the differ-

ent nanopowder samples with different thicknesses by indi-

cating the number of layers (N) calculated from the Raman

spectra. The specific surface areas (measured by the

Brunauer-Emmett-Teller or BET method by the supplier) of

N �1, N �4–5, and N �25 thick graphene nanopowder sam-

ples are 500 m2/g, 100 m2/g, and 20 m2/g, respectively. One

key point is whether the nanopowder flakes are oxidized or

not. Because the flakes are extremely thin, even if they are

transported and handled under a nitrogen atmosphere and

used in an ultraclean chamber, they are prone to be oxi-

dized.19 Raman spectroscopy shows that the thinnest flakes

are partially oxidized. The peaks in the Raman spectra are

reminiscent of graphene oxide (GO) or reduced graphene

oxide (r-GO).20,21 The thicker flakes, 8 nm and 50 nm thick,

are less prone to getting oxidized because of their smaller

surface-to-volume ratio. Figure 1 shows typical Raman spec-

tra peaks of few layer graphene or reduced graphene oxide.

1.6 nm thick flakes show Raman features typical for GO and

r-GO, while 8 nm and 50 nm thick flakes have Raman

features typical for a few-layer graphene or r-GO, ID/IG ratio

around 0.1 and I2D/IG ratio around 0.3, indicating higher

crystallinity and lower defect density.

The water adsorption experiments are performed using a

precision mass balance with a precision of 10�4 g in a pro-

tected environment (nitrogen atmosphere) of a climatic

chamber in order to control the relative humidity (RH). The

nanopowder is placed on an open polystyrene or glass petrid-

ish (of diameter 5.5 cm) taking precautions so that the out-

side relative humidity (RH) and contaminants do not affect

the sample (Fig. S5, supplementary material). We keep the

surface areas of the samples [i.e., specific surface area

(BET)� initial mass (m0)] constant in the experiments. The

mass of each sample is recorded every 10 minutes during the

experiment. The RH is fixed by controlling pw, the partial

water vapor pressure. A water bath thermostat is used to let

nitrogen flow through water at a temperature T1 and flows

into the climatic chamber at T2 ¼ 21 �C. Hence, partial vapor

pressure at temperature T2 equals the saturated vapor pres-

sure at temperature T1, and the RH is as follows: RH

¼ pwsðT1Þ
pwsðT12Þ � 100%.22 RH was changed from 5% to 95% in steps

of 10%. We wait typically for 3 h at each RH step for the

mass to reach an equilibrium value.

Figure 2 shows the mass of water m adsorbed by the

flakes when the relative humidity (RH) is changed. The layer

of nanopowder with the thinnest flake size (N� 1) does not

adsorb any water even at the highest RH. In contrast, the

nanopowder consisting of 4–5 layers of graphene adsorbs a

considerable amount of water and the 25 layer thick flakes

even more. Knowing the specific surface area a (the BET),

we can deduce the thickness of the adsorbed film h ¼ m
m0 a q,

with q being the density of water (Fig. 2). As mentioned

already, the electron microscopy (in supplementary material)

and Raman spectra data show that we do not probe pristine

graphene layers in these experiments. The flakes have quite a

lot of edges, kinks, and bends. However, as long as the sur-

face area of the sample is significantly smaller than that of

the edges and kinks, one can still reliably perform the water

sorption experiments. With a density of �2 g/cm3 and a typi-

cal flake size of 10 lm �10 lm� 1 nm (the details are given

in the supplementary material), one can calculate how many

water molecules constitute a monolayer on the surface and

on the edges. Taking 2 Å� 2 Å as the typical size of an

FIG. 1. Raman spectroscopy on graphene nanoflakes. The relative thickness of these samples provided by the manufacturer (1:5:31) agrees rather well with

our number of graphene layers calculated from Raman data (1:5:25). The samples with a flake size of 1.6 nm show Raman features typical for GO and r-GO,

ID/IG ratio close to 1 and wide and low-intensity 2D bands, indicating high defect density and partial lattice disordering due to oxidized edges. Samples with

8 nm and 50 nm flake sizes have Raman features typical for a few-layer graphene or r-GO, ID/IG ratio around 0.1 and I2D=IG ratio around 0.3, indicating higher

crystallinity and lower defect density.
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adsorbed water molecule, one finds �1022 molecules on the

surface and �2.1018 molecules on the edges. Hence, the

edge effects are negligible since they are 4 orders of magni-

tude smaller. Finally, adsorption of water above a certain RH

can imply capillary condensation which is multilayer adsorp-

tion from the vapor phase into the porous medium below the

saturation vapor pressure of the pure liquid. However, water

sorption is reversible in our experiments and shows no hys-

teresis. We verified that the moisture adsorption trends show

no hysteresis by comparing the results for increasing RH

(from 5% to 90%) with the results for decreasing RH (from

90% to 5%); this excludes capillary condensation between

the graphene nanopowder flakes16,17 or at kinks and defects

in the graphene.

To understand the mass adsorption characteristics, we

start with the reasonable assumption that the adhesive inter-

action between the water and the flakes is due to the van der

Waals forces. These can be calculated and compared with

our adsorption experiments. Our system consists of a few

molecular layer thick graphene [Fig. 3(a)]; in this case, the

adhesion force per unit area can be written as23

PvdwðhÞ ¼ �
1

6p
A132

h3
� 1

6p

A12=31

ðhþ tÞ3
; (1)

where A132 is the Hamaker constant with interactions between

the interfaces 12 (air-graphene) and 32 (water-graphene) in

consideration, A12=31 is that between 12 (air-graphene) and 31

(air-water), t is the flake thickness, and h is the adsorbed water

film thickness. The equilibrium film thickness heq follows

from the equilibrium between the adhesion forces and the free

energy cost of condensing the water from the unsaturated

vapor.16,23 It follows that

PðheqÞ ¼ Pvdw þ
Dl

vw;molar
¼ 0; (2)

where Dl ¼ RT ln p
psat

� �
¼ RT ln RH

100

� �
is the chemical poten-

tial difference between the experimental and saturated rela-

tive humidity and vw;molar is the molar volume of water at

room temperature.

The Hamaker constant A12=31 can be calculated by not-

ing that A12=31 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A121A313

p
. Using Lifshitz theory of van der

Waals forces with Derjaguin approximation (DLP) theory,23

we have calculated the Hamaker constants from the known

refractive indices and the dielectric constants. The details of

the calculation are provided in the supplementary material.

Eqs. (1) and (2) can then be solved for Dl, and the calculated

trend of adsorbed mass as a function of RH agrees quite well

with the experiments (Fig. 2) without any adjustable parame-

ters. The slight overestimation, in the theory, of the water film

thickness for low RH is likely to be due to the fact that the

calculation of the Hamaker constants is not straightforward

since one of our phases is water which has a high dielectric

constant and many optical absorption bands.24

These results show that for the molecularly thin graphene

oxide/reduced graphene oxide (N¼ 1), the mass of adsorbed

water and hence the equilibrium film thickness are indistin-

guishable from zero, even at coexistence, i.e., at 100% rela-

tive humidity. In agreement with the experimental and

calculated water adsorption data, the van der Waals adhesive

interactions between a water drop and a single graphene layer

are extremely weak, leading to a contact angle of �180�. The

contact angle h of the drop in the solid phase can be calcu-

lated directly from the disjoining pressure PðhÞ; the spreading

parameter S can be written as

S ¼
ð1

heq

PðhÞdh; (3)

i.e., by calculating the work necessary against the van der

Waals forces to go from a film of thickness heq to an infinitely

thick film.25 Young’s equation then gives the contact angle as

cos h ¼ 1þ S

clv
: (4)

The calculation then leads to h ¼ 179.3�, 163.2�, and 139.7�

(62�) for the three graphene flake thicknesses of N� 1,

N� 4–5, and N� 25, respectively. This shows that the

thinnest flakes of graphene oxide (N� 1) are indeed

superhydrophobic.

An independent test of the observation that the contact

angle of water on the thinnest graphene nanopowder flake is

indistinguishable from 180� can be obtained by attempting

FIG. 2. Adsorbed water and water film thickness as a function of rela-

tive humidity for graphene nanopowder of various flake thicknesses.

The square symbols signify separate sets of experiments where one data-

point in each set is an average of 10 independent experiments under the

same conditions. Continuous lines depict the predicted moisture adsorption

for graphene nanopowders: 1 layer (red), 4–5 layers (blue), and 25 layers

(black). In addition, the adsorbed film thickness h in the case of 50 nm thick

graphene nanopowder is also shown with the crossed open symbols.

FIG. 3. Connecting graphene wettability to fundamentals of adhesion

through van der Waals Interactions. (a) Schematic of graphene wetting

represented as an adsorbed water film of thickness h. (b) Schematic of gra-

phene’s wetting transparency in air: the van der Waals interactions between

graphene and water molecules are so much smaller than those between the

water molecules themselves that the equilibrium contact angle is �180�.

151606-3 Bera et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 112, 151606 (2018)
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to adsorb the flakes onto a water drop. If adhesive interaction

is present, the flakes will adhere to the liquid drop, coating

the whole surface in the process. This phenomenon is well

known for hydrophobic particles adsorbing onto water drops,

leading to the formation of “liquid marbles,” or pearls, which

are liquid drops encapsulated by a hydrophobic powder. This

results in a powder-coated drop that rolls very easily over

any solid substrate, and in the past, the properties of such

drops have been investigated in detail.26,27 Theoretically, it

has been firmly established that particles of a material with a

contact angle smaller than 180� should adsorb onto the sur-

face of a liquid drop to form such liquid marbles since the

system gains the adhesion energy between the powder and

the drop.28

In our “liquid graphene marble” experiments, the differ-

ent graphene nanopowders are placed onto flat polystyrene

substrates. Putting a water droplet (volume 5 ll) onto the

powder indeed leads to the spontaneous formation of a liquid

marble for the intermediate thickness (4–5 layers) flakes

[Fig. 4(a)]. As expected, the resulting drop has a very large

contact angle and rolls easily over the surface. For the thick-

est flakes (25 layers), the powder covers the surface but a

small part of the powder even intrudes into the water, imply-

ing that the powder is no longer sufficiently hydrophobic to

form perfect marbles, and a drop with a finite contact angle

ensues, with the graphene being inside the drop rather than

at its surface [Fig. 4(b)]. In contrast, the molecularly thin

flakes are not even adsorbed onto the surface, implying that

there is no measurable adhesive interaction between the gra-

phene and the water even when the graphene exists in a

oxide or a reduced oxide form [Fig. 4(c)]. All these observa-

tions are in line with the mass measurements above and con-

firm that the contact angle of water on molecularly thin

reduced graphene oxide flakes is �180�.
These findings rationalize previous observations on the

wetting properties and wetting transparency of graphene. It

follows that if the graphene is fixed on a substrate, the latter

contributes significantly to the adhesive interactions with the

water drop, in agreement with the reported observations9 of

the wetting transparency of graphene. Our results are inde-

pendent of a specific substrate. We treat graphene nanopow-

der as a porous medium, where the amount of water

adsorbed follows a BET type of adsorption isotherm and

thus only depends on the flake thickness. Our method allows

us to avoid the issues of contamination and corrugation of

the graphene-substrate interface.14 Instead of performing

contact angle measurements, the wetting transparency of our

thinnest flakes is shown through the adsorption experiments

and is further supported by the calculation of van der Waals

type of interaction in the system. These thinnest flakes are

not pristine graphene but rather graphene oxide or reduced

graphene oxide. However, this is inconsequential for the

arguments here; the main point is that in a single molecular

layer, there are not enough molecules to create significant

adhesion (due to the van der Waals forces) with water; this

holds for both graphene and molecularly thin graphene

oxide. If the substrate is air and graphene is wetting transpar-

ent, the contact angle is 180� since the contact angle of a

water drop in air is 180�. This is what we find. If the sub-

strate is different, the van der Waals interaction of the liquid

with the substrate is dominant over the graphene contribu-

tion, simply because the number of graphene atoms scales

with the system size squared (2 dimensions), whereas the

number of substrate atoms scales with the system size cubed

(3 dimensions). It is for this reason that graphene is wetting

transparent. The contact angle is always a tradeoff between

the cohesion of liquid molecules in the drop, which favors an

angle of 180� (because a sphere has the largest volume to

surface ratio), and the adhesion of the liquid on the surface

which favors a smaller contact angle to enlarge the adhesive

contact area. The adhesion is larger for thicker graphene

since more carbon atoms contribute to the adhesive interac-

tion with the surface.

See supplementary material for the details of characteri-

zation of graphene nanopowder samples (using electron

microscopy and X-ray spectroscopy), the water adsorption

experimental set-up, and the calculation of the Hamaker con-

stant and the corresponding adsorbed film thickness on gra-

phene nanopowder flakes.
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